SITCO is a multifaceted enterprise and an active participant in an array of services inclusive of manufacturing, agricultural commodities.
About Us

SITCO is a multifaceted enterprise and an active participant in an array of services inclusive of Manufacturing, Agricultural Commodities, Agricultural Tools and Equipments, Building Materials, Plants & Machineries, Minerals and Chemicals, Coir & Geo Textiles, Jute Products, International Trading, and Business Consultation. Combining matchless experience, deep insight on numerous industry trends and business functions, we collaborate with clients helping them to be high-performance businesses houses.

Committed towards providing the finest products to our global clientele, our ultimate goal is client satisfaction. Our efficient services and superior products stand the test of time and our quality services has awarded us with the trust of our valuable clients. We concentrate on the integrity of our business and the consistent chain of our clients, distributors, and associates form the pillars of our success.

SITCO Enterprises Pvt Ltd Established in the year 2003, SITCO Enterprises Pvt Ltd, an International Business House, has proven expertise in different verticals of Businesses including Manufacturing, Agricultural, Minerals and Chemicals, Coir & Geo Textiles and Business Consultation. Our goal is focused on enhancing the value of client investments by successfully catering to the changing demands of our customers. Through well-defined processes, industry best practices, innovative products and exceptional services, we assist our...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sai-international-trading/aboutus.html
AGRICULTURAL TOOLS

Machete

Rakes

Sickles

Shovels and Spades
FERTILIZERS & CHEMICALS

- Urea
- NPK Fertilizers
- Can Fertilizers
- Ammonium Phosphate
AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENTS

- Land Preparation Equipment
- Seed Sowing Machine
- Inter Cultivation
- Irrigation
COIR PRODUCTS

- Coco Peats
- Bristle Fiber
- Home Furnishing Products
- Coir Fibers
AGRO PROCESSING PLANTS

- Flour Making Plant
- Fruit Processing Plant
- Cashew Processing Plant
- Cassava Processing Plant
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Axes
- Potassium Chloride (MOP)
- Jute Crafts
- Crop Care
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CONTACT US

SAI INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY

Contact Person: Neetu

,KP- III /775 B5, DASAN BUILDING, KARUNAGAPPALLY, KARUNAGAPPALLY, Kerala, 690518
Kollam - 690518, Kerala, India

https://www.indiamart.com/sai-international-trading/